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“Pandemic influenza 

A/H1N1 2009”

















CLINICAL PRESENTATIONS







• In contrast to seasonal influenza, hospitalized adults are 
younger (including 20-64 years and ≥65 years, risk 
increases with age), and many are previously healthy 
(17-28%); 
– but in up to one-third of the cases (10-34%), ICU admission may 

be required because of severe pneumonia, which is associated 
with a high mortality

– WHO, Echevarría-ZunoS_Lancet09, OliveiraW_EuroS09, Donaldson_BMJ09, Tuite
AR_CMAJ09, LouieJK_JAMA09, JainS_NEJM09

• Pregnancy women in their second and third trimesters 
consist 7-13% of hospital admissions, and they have 10 
times higher risk for deterioration

– WHO, OliveiraW_EuroS09, LouieJK_JAMA09, JainS_NEJM09, LouieJK_NEJM10, 
JamiesonDJ_Lancet09

• In addition, obese individuals are observed to have 
higher risks for severe infection

– WHO, LouieJK_JAMA09, JainS_NEJM09, Domínguez-CheritG_JAMA09











HOSPITALIZED & 
SEVERE CASES



• Patients who develop primary viral pneumonia more 
commonly have pre-existing cardiopulmonary diseases, 
and usually present with fever, dry cough and dyspnea
at >3 days from symptom onset (sorethroat and runny-
nose only present in 1/3)

– Echevarría-ZunoS_Lancet09, JainS_NEJM09, Perez-PadillaR_NEJM09, DenholmJT_MJA10, 
Domínguez-CheritG_JAMA09, MillerRR_Chest09, RelloJ_CritCare09

• Gastrointestional manifestations, such as vomiting and 
diarrhea may accompany pneumonia in up to 13-37%

– Echevarría-ZunoS_Lancet09, JainS_NEJM09, Perez-PadillaR_NEJM09, DenholmJT_MJA10, 
RiquelmeA_Gut09

• Elevated serum lactate dehydrogenase and creatine
kinase levels are also reported

– Perez-PadillaR_NEJM09, KumarA_JAMA09, Domínguez-CheritG_JAMA09, RelloJ_CritCare09

• Their chest-radiographs may show multifocal patchy, or 
diffuse ground-glass infiltrates and/or consolidations 
(lower and central zones), which sometimes mimic 
pulmonary edema

– JainS_NEJM09, Perez-PadillaR_NEJM09, DenholmJT_MJA10, RelloJ_CritCare09, 
WiebeC_Lancet09, AgarwalPP_AJR09, MarchioriE_EJR09



Usual CAP?? Another case of APO??





• The clinical course can become rapidly progressive 
within 1-2 days, resulting in refractory hypoxemia and 
the requirement of intubation and mechanical-ventilation

– KumarA_JAMA09, Domínguez-CheritG_JAMA09, RelloJ_CritCare09, Writing_NEJM08, 
SchünemannHJ_LID07

• In many cases of H5N1 infection, in some cases of 
pandemic H1N1 influenza, and less frequently with 
seasonal influenza strains, acute respiratory distress 
syndrome (ARDS) and multi-organ failure develop, 
resulting in high fatality

– LouieJK_JAMA09, JainS_NEJM09, Perez-PadillaR_NEJM09, KumarA_JAMA09, Domínguez-
CheritG_JAMA09, MillerRR_Chest09, RelloJ_CritCare09, Writing_NEJM08, 
SchünemannHJ_LID07

– ‘Extrapulmonary’ detection in 13-28%
– Lee N et al. Abstract, XII ISRVI, March 2010

– Barotrauma (pneumothorax, pneumomediastinum) may further 
complicate ARDS a low tidal-volume ventilation strategy is 
generally advisable



• Development of bronchiolitis obliterans organizing 
pneumonia –like illness, as supported by computed-
tomography findings, has also been reported to 
complicate influenza

– RothbergMB_AJM08, AgarwalPP_AJR09, AjlanAM_AJR09





• For pandemic H1N1 infection, although the overall case 
fatality rate is <1% among all infected persons

– LouieJK_JAMA09, WHO, Echevarría-ZunoS_Lancet09, Donaldson LJ_BMJ, Tuite AR_CMAJ09 

• the mortality rate among hospitalized patients in general 
is 9-15%, despite their younger age

– LouieJK_JAMA09, JainS_NEJM09, DenholmJT_MJA10

• About 10-34% of patients require ICU admission 
because of severe pneumonia

– WHO, LouieJK_JAMA09, JainS_NEJM09, DenholmJT_MJA10

• among these patients, the mortality rate may be up to 
17-41%

– Perez-PadillaR_NEJM09, KumarA_JAMA09, Domínguez-CheritG_JAMA09, RelloJ_CritCare09, 
MillerRR_Chest09



DIAGNOSIS



• For pandemic H1N1 infection, the sensitivity of RIDT is 
lower (10-67%); mismatch of viral nucleoprotein is likely 
a contributory factor

– CDC, DrexlerJF_EID09, ChengPK_JCV09, KokJ_JCM09, FaixDJ_NEJM09, VasooS_CID09, 
UyekiTM_NEJM09

– Therefore a negative test result must be interpreted with caution, 
as it does not exclude the diagnosis of influenza

• Early data suggest that for pandemic H1N1 virus, IF has 
a sensitivity of 48-93% and specificity of >95% when 
compared with PCR, but further study is required

– UyekiTM_NEJM09, GinocchioCC_JCV09, PollockNR_CID09, Landry ML_JCM09

– An advantage of IF is the possible simultaneous detection of 
other respiratory viruses

– LeeN_AVT07, LeeN_JID09, HarperSA_CID09, PetricM_JID06



• PCR is now considered the test of choice and ‘gold 
standard’ for the diagnosis of seasonal and pandemic 
influenza because of its high sensitivity and specificity
– it may allow virus detection in later-presenting patients and use 

of wider range of specimen types (e.g. swabs)
– UyekiTM_NEJM09, FaixDJ_NEJM09, CDCdiagnosis_09

• pandemic H1N1 influenza pneumonia, false-negative 
results have been encountered with the use of upper 
respiratory tract specimens

– UyekiTM_NEJM09, YehE_CID10

• In such cases, lower respiratory tract (site of active viral 
replication) specimens such as endotracheal aspirates 
and bronchoaveolar lavage should be considered for 
testing if available

– MainesTR_Sci09, MunsterVJ_Sci09, BlythCC_NEJM09, RelloJ_CC09, HarperSA_CID09, 
WHOmanagement_09





Hui DS, Lee N, Chan PK. Chest 2009



• Newer multiplex PCR techniques allow simultaneous 
detection of multiple respiratory viruses and 
differentiation of influenza A subtypes, which may have 
important treatment (e.g. viruses with different drug-
resistance profiles) and infection control implications (e.g. 
patient cohorting)

– GinocchioCC_JCV09, LamWY_JMV09, LeBlanc_JCM09, GunsonR_JVM09, LamWY_JCM07, 
PetricM_JID06

Pandemic H1N1

Seasonal H3N2

Lee N, Chan PK, et al. Ann Intern Med (in press)

Co-infection of pH1N1 and H3N2



× Availability, cost and technical demands; 
false-negative results have been reported 
for upper-respiratory tract specimens in 
cases of pandemic H1N1 pneumonia; 
cannot distinguish viable and non-viable 
viruses.

Highest sensitivity and specificity; rapid 
results; wide range of specimen types 
acceptable; possible influenza subtype-
specific virus detection; multiplex PCR 
allows simultaneous detection of other 
respiratory viruses.

Reverse-transcription 
polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR)

× Lower sensitivity than PCR; slow result 
limits its role in acute patient care 
(conventional culture 3-10 days; shell-vial 
culture 2-3 days); currently requires 
biosafety-level-3 facilities for pandemic 
H1N1

High sensitivity and specificity; allows 
virus subtyping, strain identification, and 
detection of antiviral resistance

Virus isolation

× Lower sensitivity than culture or PCR; 
cannot distinguish influenza A subtypes; 
require laboratory expertise for 
interpretation; a quality specimen that 
contains enough epithelial cells for IF 
staining is required (e.g. nasopharyngeal 
aspirates or flocked swabs); 

Higher sensitivity than RIDT; provide 
results in a few hours; possible 
simultaneous detection of other respiratory 
viruses (e.g. RSV, parainfluenza, 
adenovirus) that commonly cause ILI

Immunofluorescence
microscopy (IF) –
direct or indirect 
immunofluorescent
antibody staining

× Cannot distinguish influenza A subtypes; 
generally have low sensitivities (<40-60%), 
thus a negative test result cannot exclude 
influenza. Sensitivity for pandemic H1N1 
virus is lower.

Results available within a few minutes; 
simple specimen collection of nasal and 
throat swabs; may differentiate between 
influenza A vs B; used for ‘point-of-care’
testing

Rapid influenza 
diagnostic tests (RIDT)

Disadvantages Advantages Diagnostic assays



MANAGEMENT ISSUES



• In both seasonal and pandemic H1N1 influenza, 
secondary bacterial infection is evident in about 9-13% 
and 5-15% of all hospitalized cases respectively (but up 
to 25-30% in ICU or fatal cases), either at presentation 
or after hospitalization

– McGeerA_CID07, LeeN_AVT07, BabcockHM_ICHE06, MurataY_JID07, OliveiraEC_Chest01, 
LouieJK_JAMA09, Perez-PadillaR_NEJM09, KumarA_JAMA09, MillerRR_Chest09, 
RelloJ_CritCare09, CDCbact_MMWR09, WrightPF_NEJM09, ChienYW_NEJM09. 

• The commonest pathogens identified at presentation 
include S. pneumoniae, S. aureus (MSSA or MRSA, if 
endemic), H. influenzae, and S. pyogenes
– gram-negative bacilli, such as P. aeruginosa, E. coli and 

Acinetobacter species may infect compromised patients or 
complicate patient’s hospital course



• Virus-bacteria synergy: 
– viral neuraminidase cleaves sialic acid to release new virons

from epithelial cells cell damage and exposes binding sites for 
bacterial adhesion; 

– bacterial toll-like receptor ligands desensitized; 
– the viral accessory protein PB1-F2 enhance inflammation and 

severity of bacterial infection; bacterial neuraminidase can 
upregulate influenza infection

– McAuleyJL_Cellhost07, McCullersJA_JID04, MorensDM_JID08, PeltolaVT_JID05

• Definitive diagnosis of bacterial super-infection can be 
difficult; but typically there is initial clinical improvement 
followed by recrudescence of fever and productive 
cough, leukocytosis, and new consolidation on chest-
radiographs

– WrightPF_NEJM09, MandellLA_CID07

• Failure to recognize and treat bacterial infection can 
result in devastating outcomes

– MMWR09, WrightPF_NEJM09, ChienYW_NEJM09



Susceptibility of currently available antivirals among 
different seasonal and emerging influenza viruses

variableRSRSR
Rimantadine

or 
Amantadine

SSSSSSZanamivir

SSRSSSOseltamvir

H5N1c
H1N1 

(S-OIV)b

(2009)

H1N1a

(2007-2008)BA/H1N1A/H3N2

Emerging / novel influenza strainsSeasonal influenza strains
Influenza 

Virus 
Subtype

a. emerging H1N1 virus with H274Y mutation, leading to oseltamivir resistance
b. S-OIV — Swine-Origin Influenza A (H1N1), novel virus that emerged in 2009, preliminary susceptibility 
testing suggest resistance to adamantanes
c. H5N1 (avian influenza) — oseltamivir 150 mg b.i.d. for 10 days has been suggested, reduced susceptibility or 
secondary resistance had been reported; few data exists on clinical use of inhalational zanamivir; susceptibility of 
adamantanes varies with the circulating clade/subclade of virus



• H275Y is the most frequently recognized resistance-
associated mutation in the H5N1 and pandemic H1N1 
viruses post-oseltamivir exposure

– HaydenF_CID09, OngAK_JID07, deJongMD_NEJM05, CDCimsp_MMWR09, 
CDCprophy_MMWR09, BazM_NEJM09 

• As of December 2009, 109 cases of oseltamivir-resistant 
pandemic H1N1 infections have been reported 
worldwide (WHO), and continuous monitoring of the 
situation is necessary 

• High viral load and prolonged shedding (e.g. in children 
and immunocompromised patients) and exposure to low 
drug concentrations (e.g. with post-exposure prophylaxis) 
are the risk factors for secondary resistance’s 
emergence

– OngAK_JID07, CDCimsp_MMWR09, CDCprophy_MMWR09, BazM_NEJM09, 
GooskensJ_JID09, IsonMG_JID06

• Surveillance data suggest that zanamivir-resistance is 
rare, and most oseltamivir-resistant virus (seasonal or 
pandemic H1N1) remain susceptible to zanamivir

– HaydenF_CID09, OngAK_JID07, SheuTG_AAC08, GaurAH_NEJM09





• In hospitalized patients who cannot take medications by 
mouth (e.g. intubation, swallowing difficulties), 
oseltamivir suspension/solution may be given via a 
nasogastric tube.
– High serum concentration of the active metabolite oseltamivir

carboxylate had been detected using this delivery method in intubated
patients without GI malfunction [TaylorWR_PLOSone08]

• Inhalational zanamivir results in high concentration in the 
respiratory tract (oropharynx ≈80%, lung 10-20%) 
without significant systemic bioavailablity [MosconaA_NEJM05]

• Delivery challenges such as difficulty in handling the 
device, and the poor inspiratory capacity and the risk of 
bronchospasm in patients with current or underlying lung 
diseases (e.g. COPD, asthma) can limit its use. 
– The adequacy of drug delivery to the lungs in cases of severe 

viral pneumonia, pulmonary edema or ARDS is also uncertain
• WHOmanagment_09, SchünemannHJ_LID07, HaydenF_CID09, OngAK_JID07, MosconaA_NEJM05, 

MedeirosR_AVT07



• Of note, zanamivir dry powder should not be 
administered by nebulization, as the lactose sugar in the 
formulation can obstruct proper functioning of 
mechanical ventilator equipments [GSK_09]

• Both oseltamivir and zanamivir are pregnancy category 
C medications, though limited clinical experiences have 
suggested their tolerability without major teratogenicity;

• given the mortality risk of complicated influenza in pregnancy, 
these drugs are currently not considered as contraindicated 
for treating such patients

– LouieJK_NEJM10, JamiesonDJ_Lancet09, TanakaT_CMAJ09, CDCtreatment_09, 
WHOmanagement_09



• Preliminary data on pandemic H1N1 influenza suggest 
that timely antiviral treatment is associated with 
enhanced viral clearance, as well as improved survival in 
the hospitalized patients

– JainS_NEJM09, CaoB_NEJM09, Domínguez-CheritG_JAMA09, LiIW_Chest10

• In one study, it was found that 45% of survivors had 
received antivirals within 48 hours from onset, in contrast 
to only 23% among the cases with poorer outcomes 
(p<0.05) -- JainS_NEJM09







• For seasonal influenza, antiviral started within 96 hours 
has been associated with better clinical/virological
outcomes than nil treatment

– McGeerA_CID07, LeeN_CID08, LeeN_ICAAC09

• As viral replication in pandemic H1N1 influenza also 
appears to be more prolonged, withhold antiviral 
treatment in those late-presenters with severe 
pneumonia is unadvisable

– CDC_09, WHO_09, ChengPK_JCV09, CaoB_NEJM09, WitkopCT_AJPM09, LiIW_Chest10



Hui DS, Lee N, Chan PK. Chest 2009



• At present, parental NAI is not routinely available. In 
October 2009, the Food and Drug Administration in US 
has approved emergency, conditioned use of 
intravenous peramivir for treating severe pandemic 
H1N1 infection

– BirnkrantD_NEJM09, KohnoS_ICAAC09

• Intravenous zanamivir may only be accessible through 
compassionate-use programs

– GaurAH_NEJM09, KiddIM_Lancet09
• Clinical experience with these agents is limited

• Combination regimes involving 2-3 drugs of from the 
classes of NAI, adamantanes and ribavirin are of interest 
because of potential synergism and lower risk of 
resistance during treatment of severe influenza

– IsoMG_AVT03, HaydenF_CID09, Govorkova EA_AAC04, ChanTack_NEJM09

– In an animal model, such triple-combination has been shown to 
effectively suppress replication of the pandemic H1N1 virus
[NguyenJT_AAC09]



Summary

• pH1N1 is an emerging infection that can 
cause severe disease

• Diagnosis can be difficult sometimes
• Many management issues are still 

unresolved, and require further study


